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Dear and Highly Esteemed Colleagues,

The Faculty of Philology of the University of Belgrade, being an educational institution
which boasts a two hundred years’ long tradition in higher education, with a broad educational,
cultural and scientific scope of interest and action, by virtue of cherishing the study of 35 languages
and their literatures and cultures, represents one of the leading institutions in Serbia in the realm of
developing intercultural and multicultural projects.
The Faculty of Philology of the University of Belgrade takes particular pleasure, on this
occasion, of inviting you to participate in the proceedings of the international scientific conference
Philology of Culture, which will take place in Belgrade, at the Faculty of Philology, from 9th to 11th
June, 2016.
The Faculty of Philology in Belgrade today is one of the last remaining institutions of higher
learning in Europe which, within its name, cherishes and upholds the memory of the traditional
philological disciplines. Although the history of philology corresponds to the history of culture, its
contemporary relevance is often brought to question. Following the well-known critique of
Nietzsche’s “Philology of the Future”, symposia on the future of philology ensued at the end of the
twentieth and in the twenty-first century. The academic discipline which served to codify national
identity in the 19th century, faced the challenges of the post-modern, globalized and networked
world. The crisis of philology today calls for a critical attitude towards traditional and contemporary
classification of knowledge, while its global dispersion, rich cultural history and interdisciplinary
essence spell the hope of feasibility of a more holistic, philological understanding of
(contemporary) culture.
With that in mind, we propose that the Conference would encompass the following
academic fields:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

History of Philology and Cultural History
World Philology
Philology and (Contemporary) Literary Methodology
Philology and (Contemporary) Linguistics
Philology in the Theory and Practice of Teaching
E-Philology and Digital Libraries
Philologies of the Future

Registration
Form
can
be
downloaded
from
the
following
link:
http://www.fil.bg.ac.rs/fakultet/naucni-skupovi-i-konferencije/. Filled in forms should be emailed to
the following address: philology.culture@fil.bg.ac.rs by March 1, 2016.

We would appreciate if individual presentations would not exceed 15 minutes each. The
detailed schedule of the Conference will be available fromm the Conference website after the
completion
of
the
Registration
period.
Please
refer
to
the
link:
http://www.fil.bg.ac.rs/fakultet/naucni-skupovi-i-konferencije/, for the list of recommended hotels
in the Belgrade city centre, as well as for the instructions regarding the location of the Faculty of
Philology, the Conference venue.
Looking forward to seeing you in Belgrade,

Vice Dean of The Faculty of Philology

Prof. Ljiljana Markovic, PhD

Dean of The Faculty of Philology

Prof. Aleksandra Vranes, PhD

